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RATE REBATE REFORM AND UNIVERSAL CREDIT – 
LAW CENTRE (NI) AND HOUSING RIGHT SERVICE SUBMISSION 

TO THE NORTHERN IRELAND ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE 

FOR FINANCE AND PERSONNEL 

 

This is a joint submission from the Law Centre and Housing Rights Service.  We have 

confined our comments to model 7 and model 8 as we understand model 5 is not under 

consideration by the Department. 

 

MODEL 7: Passporting claimants using housing element of Universal Credit and those 
who have no income for UC purposes. 
 
The Department has signalled that this is not the preferred option on the basis of a lack of 

equity between claimants and on cost grounds.  Our view is that the Department should not 

dismiss this option for a number of reasons.  First, while we recognise the cost implications 

(an additional £6.6m a year) these could be offset by removing a number of the additional 

schemes in particular, the maximum capital value allowance, clergy residence concession, 

lone pensioner allowance and early payment schemes.  These schemes are regressive, 

particularly the maximum capital value allowance and the savings from dispensing with 

these and other schemes could cover the additional £6.6 million cost.  Further, given the 

current state of the housing market, the market value cap is a subsidy for the extremely well 

off.  The only schemes that we can see value in retaining is the disabled persons allowance 

which recognises the value of making suitable adaptions to a home and the low income rate 

relief scheme which is at least sensitive to lower income pensioner households.  We 

recognise that many of the savings from the existing additional schemes are pensioner 

households.  However, pensioner households have been far less impacted by existing social 

security savings measures which have fallen disproportionately on working age families 

and the additional support schemes do not specifically assist those on pension credit who 

are on the lowest incomes.  As a result, this is a potentially acceptable policy trade off.  

Moreover, the high rate of passporting through model 7 would create a saving in overall 

administrative costs which should be explored as this ought to be considered when 

assessing the financial implications.  

 

Those who lose out on rate rebates under model 7 are generally claimants whose gains on 

Universal Credit significantly outweigh the loss sustained on rate rebate.  As a result, we 
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think there is still merit at looking at the administrative advantages of a scheme which 

passports almost three quarters of potential claimants to full entitlement.   

 

As far as we are aware, the equity issues are two fold.  First, that claimants in work who 

currently have to pay some or all of their rates bill will now be more likely to be passported 

to a full rate rebate.  This is clearly the case.  This will include some claimants at a low to 

middle income.  In practice, option 7 provides an even greater incentive to find work.  It also 

has the virtue of avoiding a ‘swings and roundabout’ calculation ie a person having to work 

out whether the extra income paid directly to him or her is offset by having to pay more 

rent, rates and any loss of other passport benefits.  Secondly, owner occupiers will be less 

likely to receive a full rate rebate than tenants on an equivalent income as they are less likely 

be passported because their Universal Credit entitlement is equal or greater than the rent 

element.  In effect, an owner occupier on the same income as a tenant may have to pay more 

towards the cost of rates.  Again this is anomalous though it is already replicated in support 

for housing costs within the current system and the proposed Universal Credit model.  A 

tenant who finds work is entitled to housing benefit for rent alongside tax credits while an 

equivalent owner occupier is not entitled to any assistance with mortgage interest.  

Universal Credit also reproduces this as taking any work at all will lead to the loss of help 

with housing costs for home owners.  The DWP rationale for this continuing anomaly is that 

claimants are much better off in work under Universal Credit due to earnings disregards 

even without assistance with mortgage interest support.   

 

This model though creating equity issues does make getting into work even more financially 

attractive.  This fits well with the overall purpose of Universal Credit which is designed to 

‘make work pay’.   

 

Further, it is also worth noting that many working age tenants have been affected adversely 

by other changes to housing benefit and that the comparative advantage in receiving 

assistance with rates support is a reasonable trade off. 

 

In light of all these considerations we would support option 7 as one that targets support to 

claimants most effectively and reduces overall administrative costs. 
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Model 8: Passport claimants with no income with additional earnings disregards  

 

The model 8 with an earnings enhancement offers some attractions.  Some issues remain.  

First, this approach represents a significant drop in the number of passported claims with 

the attendant issues of complexity, error and take up that go with means-tested systems.  In 

addition, the additional claims that have to go through a full calculation will entail 

additional administrative costs.  We believe these should be factored into any calculation 

about both the financial cost and merit of any policy model adopted.  This applies even if the 

costing of additional administrative costs can only be estimated rather than fully and 

accurately determined.   

 

Secondly, a significant group losing under model 8 is couples with children where both 

partners work.  The average weekly loss ranges from £9.63 a week [£500.76 a year] under the 

50 per cent earnings disregard enhancement to £8.15 a week [£423.80 a year] under the 100 

per cent enhancement.  The significance of this group suffering a loss is that it is the one 

category of household who are likely to do poorly in work incentive terms under Universal 

Credit.  In effect, while other categories of households are more likely to do well when in 

work under Universal Credit to offset a loss in rate rebate this is far less likely to be the case 

for couples with both partners earning.  Universal Credit is predicated on joint claimant 

commitments and both partners of working age being required to actively seek work.  

Model 8 is likely to exacerbate the counter-intuitive impact to making work pay that faces a 

household where a second member of a couple takes a job.  It would be useful to know the 

actual numbers of gainers and losers under the various permutations covered by model 8.  

In particular, it will be especially important to know the numbers for couples with children 

with two earners. 

 

If model 8 is to be pursued, we would also recommend the enhanced earnings disregard of 

100 per cent with the additional cost being paid for through the phasing out of the current 

maximum capital value scheme and the discount for early lump sum payment 

arrangements.  We would also recommend that attention is given to ways within the rate 

rebate scheme or elsewhere in Universal Credit to address problems facing working age 

families where both partners are in work. 
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Summary 

 

The Law Centre and Housing Rights Service recommends: 

 that model 7 continues to be given consideration on the basis of phasing out or 

ending immediately most of the existing enhanced schemes. 

 that the administrative costs associated with greater or lesser passporting be added 

to any calculations of the costs of particular approaches.  This applies even if the 

costs cannot be precisely calculated.   

 that if model 8 is pursued then the enhancement of the earnings disregard should be 

100 per cent rather than 50 per cent.  The additional cost should be paid for by 

phasing out or ending existing enhancement schemes.   

 for model 8 the actual numbers gaining and losing should be broken down by 

household composition, disability and tenure where possible. 

 if model 8 is pursued then, the particular loss facing couples with both partners 

earning should be examined to find ways of ameliorating this within either rate 

rebate or wider Universal Credit reforms.   

 

 

Law Centre (NI) 

Housing Rights Service 

April 2014 


